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Meeting Report
Item 1:

Official Opening

The Fifth lntergovernmental Meeting (IGM) of the South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme (SPREP) was held at Papauta Girls'School in Apia, Western Sanoa, from 14 to l8
September 1992. Representatives of the following SPREP member countries and territories
attended: American Samoa, Australia, Cook Islands, Fiji, France, French Polynesia, Federated
States of Micronesia, Guam, Kiribati, New Caledonia, New Tnalartd, Niue, Northern Mariana
Islands, Palau, Papua New Guinea, United Kingdom on behalf of Pitcairn, Solomon Islands,
Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu, United States of America, Vanuatu and Western Samoa. An apology
was received from Nauru. Advisors attended on behalf of the Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP), the Forum Secretariat and the South Pacific C.ommission
(SPC), while an apology was received from the United Nations Environment Pmgramme
(UNEP). Among the Observers were representatives of the Asian Development BanL (ADB), the
East-West Center (EWC), the Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA), Greenpeace, the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources flUC}O, The Nature Conservancy
(INC), the Pacific Islands Development Program (PIDP), the South Pacific Applied Geoscience
Commission (SOPAC), the United Nations Development Programme ruNDP), the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), the University of the
South Pacific OSfl and the World Wide Fund For Nature (WWF). A list of participants is
attached as Annex 1.

2.

The IGM was opened by the Hon. Faasootauloa Pati, Minister for Lands, Survey and
Environment of Western Samoa, who, in his address, welcomed delegates to the Fifth SPREP
IGM. He noted that this represented an historic oc.casion as SPREP's first IGM since its
relocation to Western Samoa.

3.

The Minister noted the complexity of environmental issues facing the countries of the Pacific

region. Threats, such as sea level rise, posed complex challenges for SPREP and member
countries. The task ahead was immense and the important role of the IGM in setting the future
course for SPREP was stressed. The Minister also noted the satisfactory establishment of
SPREP in Western Samoa and expressed gtatitude to member countries for their assistance and
guidance to date. The text of the Hon Minister's statement is attached as Annex 2.

4.

Responding to the Minister's address, The Hon Asterio Takesy, Secretary of Resources
and Development of the Federated States of Micronesia, thanked the Minister for setting
a clear direction for the deliberations of the IGM. He noted that the environment was a very
important issue for all of SPREP's member countries and there was a need for the development
of clear programs in the environmental area.

5. At the invitation of the Chairman, the Director, Dr Vili Fuavao, then addressed the IGM.
The Director welcomed delegates, paid tribute to the commitment of SPREP's member
governments and also highlighted the efforts of the Government of Western Samoa in facilitating
SPREP's move to Apia.
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6.

Dr Fuavao noted the importance of issues that were to be addressed by the IGM, stressing
the need for action on the Treaty to establish SPREP as an autonomous agency. Other
substantial issues were the implementation of Agenda 2I, the proposed South Pacific
Biodiversity Consenation Programme and the Proposed Work Programme and Budget for lgg3.
Dr Fuavao emphasised the important assistance provided by donor agencies in the
implementation of SPREP's Work Programme. He also paid tribute to the role of SPREP's four
founditg organisations and hailed the contribution of Mr Robin Yarrow, as Chairman of the
Fourth IGM, to the development of SPREP over the last 18 months. The text of the Director's
statement is attached as Annex 3.

Item

2: Appointuent of Chairperson

7.

The IGM appointed Western Samoa to be
France to be its Vice-Chairperson.

its Chairperson for 1992/93. It also appointed

8. In assuming the Chair, the Director of Lands, Survey and Environment of Western
Samoa, Mr. Fiu Mataese Elisara Laulu, also paid tribute to the dedication and hard work of
his predecessor, the representative of Fiji, Mr Robin Yarrow, who had guided the IGM and
SPREP through momentous achievements in the past twelve months.
Item

8: Adoption

of Agenda and \{'orking Procedures

9. A drafting committee was established consisting of France (Chair), Cook Islands, Fiji,
Kiribati, New Zealand and the United States of America. It was agreed that participation in the
work of the drafting committee would be open to any delegation wishing to attend.
10. Following discussions, the Provisional Agenda was amended to bring forward consideration
of the Budget, Work Programme and Staff Salaries and Conditions. The amended Agenda as
adopted is attached as Annex 4.
11. It was agr€ed that Item 7(d): Review of Salaries and Conditions of Service System, would be
the only Itcm to be considered in closed session.
12. Hours of work as contained in 6IGllrI/VtlP.l/Attl were adopted.

Item

4:

Matters Arising from 1991 fntergovernmental Meetings.

13. The IGM noted the status of matters arising from the:

O
O
O

Fourth IGM Ministerial Meeting,
Fourth IGM OIficials Meeting; and,
Fourth IGM Special Session,

as reported

in 6IGM/9VP.4.
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Item

5:

SPREP: its Past, Present and Future - an Overview

14. The Director presented his Overview. In discussing paragraph 30, it was noted that
SPREP members set priorities for the Work Programme and that the work of the organisation
should be of a high scientific standard. SPREP provided a useful and important forum for
bringing the scientific community and member governments together to discuss and advance
sustainable development in the region. The meeting noted the Overview and the developments
of the organisation.

15. Pitcairn proposed, subject to progress on the SPREP Treaty, that the SPC be invited to
recognise, at its next Conference, the importance of SPREP as the Region's principal
environmental organisation.

Item 6(a): Treaty Establishing SPREP
16. Preliminary discussions on the draft Treaty text emerging from the Fourth IGM noted that
consensus had not been reached on all issues. Full membership and participation by Territories
in SPREP was of particular concern.
17. It was agreed to commence negotiations paragraph-by-paragraph on the whole text of the
draft Treaty that had been circulated.
18. In the interests of making progress with negotiating the draft Treaty, it was agreed to
reconvene the Legal Subcommittee which had originally been established during the Fourth
IGM. This comprised Australia, FSM, France, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, Solomon
Islands and was chaired by Western Samoa. It was an open-ended Subcommittee in which any
delegation was welcome to participate.
19. An additional matter to be considered by the tegal Subcommittee was possibly broadening
Articles 3 and 7 to include the appointment by the IGM not only of the Director but also of the
Deputy Director.

20. Following deliberations by the l,egal Subcommittee over two days, the Chairman of the
Legal Subcommittee introduced the draft revised Agreement Establishing the South
Pacific Regional Environment Progranune as an Intergovernmental Organisation and
noted that there were still some unnesolved aneas including the following:

O

Membership (Article 3);

O

decision making procedure (Article 4); and

O

possible appointment
paragraph 3g).

of the Deputy Director by the SPREP Meeting (Article 3,

21. Wide ranging discussion followed on the proposed Treaty. The key issues identifred

wene:

O

the urgent need for the IGM to agree on a Treaty which would enable SPREP to function
effectively as a separate legal entity; and,

O

the strong wish expressed by the Tenitories that they continue to have full participation
in the activities of SPREP including voting rights; this point was underscored by the
Representative of France, who expressed his country's commitment to ensuring that the
French territories would continue to participate in SPREP's activities in the same way
as in the past.
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22. There was general agreement that a solution should be found to allow SPREP to continue
the full participation of all its current members.
23. The IGM then accepted the draft of the Legal Subcommittee of the Agreement Establishing
the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme as an Intergovernmental Organisation as a
basis for further discussions and decision at a Plenipotentiary Meeting, suggested to be convened
in February f993 by the expected Depositary for the Agreement, Western Samoa.

Item 6(b): Corporate Plan
24. Afts listening to the Director's introduction relating to institutional arrangements, the
meeting discussed the Corporate Plan but felt that it was premature to finalise the Plan in the
absence of the Treaty Establishing SPREP.
25. The role of the proposed Executive Committee of the IGM was discussed. The Director noted

that decisions would be made by the Executive Committee only on the basis approved by the
IGM.

26. It was then agreed that the Corporate Plan be deferred for consideration at the Sixth IGM.

Item 6(c): IGM Provisional Rules of Procedure

lt

was agteed that the Provisional Rules of Procedure should be referred to the I-egal
Subcommittee. However, this matt€r was not referred back to the Plenary and it thus
represents an outstanding matter for consideration at the next IGM.
27.

Item 6(d): Pemnnent Ileadquarters
28. Delegates expressed appreciation to the Government of Western Samoa for making available
an excellent site for a permanent headquarters complex.
29. It was noted that the land donated by the Western Samoan Government was freehold land.
The IGM thanked the Government of Western Samoa and agreed to direct the Secretariat to
pursue arrangements for funding the development of a new headquarters complex for SPREP.

Item 6(e): Provisional Tems of Reference for Director
30. It was agteed that the Provisional Terms of Reference, as amended below, be adopted on a
provisional basis, pending finalisation of the SPREP Treaty. The following amendments to the
Terms of Reference were approved by the IGM:

O Item 8: insert "merit" before the words "technical qualilications"

and "relevant

experience" al'iter the words "technical qualifications"; and,

O

delete ltem 18.

The approved Provisional Terms of R€ference for the Director appear as Annex 5.
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rtem 7(a): Proposed Policies and Procedures for work prograrnrne

Fomulation.

31. Introducing this ltem,

the Director outlined problems that existed with the previous

process for Work Programme formulation and described the proposed new prccess.

32. Delegates welcomed the initiative taken by the Secretariat in submitting to the IGM I new
3'step streamlined process for Work Programme formulation. Delegates agreid that this process
would result in a more realistic Work Programme and provided additional constructive points for
incorporation into the process. Further, it was agreed that a review of the process be undertaken
at the Sixth IGM to evaluate its effectiveness.
33. lollowing are those matters which the Secretariat was asked to consider when putting the
new Work Programme process into operation:

O

the process, whilst incorporating projects developed through the National Environmental
Management Strategies (NEMS), should also maintain a degree of flexibility by
including other projects from member territories and countries *a Uy enabling them to
review their priorities;

o

when selecting a team of experts for technical reviews of projects, consideration should
be given first to the fuIl range of expertise available from SpRpP member countries;
amongst other considerations, this would ensure that SPREP benefited from relevani
expertise sensitive to the region's diverse cultures;

o

outcomes of technical assessment should be relayed back to member countries prior to
IGMs; the possibility of a meeting of technical experts prior to the IGM was raised; and,,

o

the process should be linked to the budget process and, in the interests of assisting donor
governments and organisations, the Work Programme should include prioritiea.

Item 7(b): Coordination of SPREP - pOL
34. The IGM agreed that future activities associated with the SPREP - POL Project should be
coordinated by the Secretariat. Thanks were given to the University of the South Pacific,
and especially to Professor Morrison, for their past contributions to SPREP POL work.

Item 7(c): Evaluation of

1991/92
Progratttrtte for f gg3

Work Progro'nrne and Proposed Work

35. General discussion highlighted the following points relevant to the implementation of the
Work Programme:

O

the importance of all projects
and review;

O

the need for the development of regionat and sub-regional programmes on a number of
topics, for example, wast€ management;

O

the need for a balance between identifrcation of pmjects relevant to environmental
management and the sustainable development of couhtries and the compilation of a
realistic Work Programme that could be implemented by the Secretariaq and,
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in the Work Programme receiving due scientific scrutiny

O

that assistanec for ratification of international conventions would be valuable.

36. The Secretariat responded by outlining its intention to:

O

apply the same procedures to all projects;

O

develop regional programmes which would include waste management and
minimisation, coastal ,one management and the integration of environment and
development, and that these would be presented to donors for consideration as part of
follow up to UNCED;

O

look at regionality in the formulation of projects; and,

O

work with countries to assist where required with the ratification of international
Conventions on Climate Change and Biological Diversity-

discussion, the evaluation of the 1991/92 Work Programme was noted.
Foltowini consideration of Agenda Items 9(a): "Agenda 2I: Implications for the Pacific
Environment" and 9(b): "South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation Programme", the 1993 Work
Programme was endorsed.

37.

In light of this

Item ?(d): Review of Salaries and Conditions of Service System
38. This Item was considered in closed session. SPOCC representatives, however, together with
the Director and Deputy Director, were invited to remain.
39. After hearing background briefings from the Director, and from Western Samoa on behalf of
the Salaries and Conditions Subcommittee whose Chairman was unable to attend, the IGM
considered the proposed substantial changes to the draft Staff Regulations point'by'point as
contained in Part One of the Subcommittee's Report. During these deliberations, the IGM
reached gpnsengus to adopt the Consultant's recommendations on all issues in Part One except
for the following:

O

In relation to Regulation 2 (defining dependent spouse and children) the IGM agreed to
add the following to the Regulation as drafted by the consultant:
"Where there is difference or disagreement over the interpretation of these definitions,
the decision of the Director will be final";

and termination) on
which the Subcommittee's recommendation concerning Business Class travel for the

o Regulation f6(aXi) (relating to entitlements on appointment
Director was adopted;

o

In relation to Regulation 24(a) (concerning the Director's entitlements) it was agreed to
set a rental limit of WST 3,500.

40. The IGM also noted that, under its Terms of Reference, the Subcommittee had been
delegated authority to approve the balance of the review, including the editorial changes set out
in Part Two. The full Re-view of Salaries and Conditions of Serrrice System was deemed approved
as amended on that basis. The approved StaffRegulations ar€ attached as Annex 6.
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41. The IGM also approved the Implementation Schedule contained in page 5 of the Consultant's
Report, with the exception that, for staff on long-term SPC contracts deciding to transfer to the
new system, and for professional staff not on long-term SPC contracts, the effective date would
be one week from the conclusion of the IGM.
42. The IGM unanimously agreed that the contract of the current Director of SPREP should be
renewed for one additional year under the new Salaries and Conditions approved by the IGM.
The Chairperson of the IGM was requested to write to the Secretary General of the South Pacific
Commission advising him of these decisions taken by the IGM and requesting that he implement
them.

Item E: Policy Issues
Item 8(a): Relationships with International, Regional, National and NonGoverttrtt ent Organisations
43. The Director introduced ltem 8(a) and stressed the need for a clear process to guide the
involvement of SPREP with other organisations.
44. The IGM endorsed the process outlined in the Working Paper. However, it was felt that
MOUs should be circulated for the information of SPREP members and be tabled at IGM
meetings where there might be financial implications for SPREP arising from its involvement
with such MOUs.

Item E(b): SPREP Focal Points

It

was felt that it was inappropriate for the IGM to indicate who SPREP Country Focal
Points should be. It was agreed, however, that each member would advise SPREP as to what
arrangements they prefered in relation to Focal Points.

45.

Item 8(c): SPREP Flag
46. The IGM supported design number 2 for the SPREP flag.

Item

9: Action

Plan Issues

Item 9(a): Agenda 2l: Implications for the Pacifrc Environment
47. The Director introduced Item 9(a), noting the importance for the Pacifrc environment of the
UNCED Conference and the need for coordinated implementation of Agenda 21 involving SPREP
and other SPOCC members.

48. The Sustainable Development Officer provided more detail on the Working Paper. The
following points were then made by delegates:

O

appreciation was expressed to the SPREP Secretariat for its assistance in coordinating
Pacific Country inputs to UNCED;
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o the proposed Global

Conference on Sustainable Development for Small Island
Developing States should be delayed to 1994 until other proposed conferences on
management of coaetal resources had been held in order to more closely integrate these
components of sustainable development into that Conference;

o

a nurnber of other aspects could be considered in a revision of the SPREP Action Plan,

induding:

o

the inplications of Agenda 2l should be considered in relation to all sections of the
Action Plan, rather than just the "Regional Concerns" section; relevant Sections of
Agenda 2l were identified as: "Toxic and Hazardous Waste" and "The Role of
Indigenous People";

o

the change suggested in paragraph 16 should read: "Climate related issues, such as
depletion of the ozone layer and tectonic movements resulting in volcanic activity
and earthquakes, will have implications for the region;" in the new objective 8,
"problems" should be replaced by "concerns"; and,

o the new objective 7 should

be amended as follows: "assist member countries to
implement those aspects of Agenda 21 that fall within SPREP's mandate";

49. The IGM:

o

noted the analysis of Agenda 21 and the implications of UNCED outcomes for the
SPREP Work Programme and administrative arrangements;

o

agreed that SPREP, with the support of member countries, seek observer status to the
Sustainable Development Commission, in consultation with other regional
organisations;

o

noted the changed role of the Project OI[cer/UNCED towards implementation of Agenda
2l; and that the Director already had sufficient discretion to make this reallocation of
resources; and,

O

endorsed the amendments to the 1991'95 SPREP Action Plan, with the incorporation of
the further amendments noted above.

50. Following discussion of a proposal to host a "Global Conference on Sustainable Development
of Small Island Developing States" put forward by the Cook Islands, the following was endorsed
by the IGM:

O

that SPREP members supported the Cook Islands'offer to host this Conference in 1994,
recognlsing the importance of a global consensus; and,

O

that those members which were also members of the United Nations be asked to take
this support into the UN, noting that the South Pacifrc Forum had already endorsed the
olfer of the Cook Islands to host that Conference.
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Item 9(b): South Pacifrc Biodiversity Conservation Progrnrnrns.
51. Muliagatele Iosefatu Reti presented the summary of consultations and preparations for
the GEF'funded South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation Programme. Several opportunities had
been provided to incorporate comments from governments, NGOg, other organisations and
individuals. The five year programme contained in the design document kept stalfing levels as
low as possible at SPREP headquarters, while the focus for the programme was on in-situ
conservation.

52. A number of issues and possible amendments to the design document were suggested. A
discussion group was held during the meeting to consider these issues and to further discusg the
Programme.
53. A number of Territories expressed regret that they could not be included
because of the conditions of funding associated with it.

in the Programme

54. In light of these discussions, and on the understanding that any changes would be
communicated to the SPBCP participating countries, the IGM noted the developments and
preparation of the SPBCP design document and endorsed its presentation to the GEF for
approval.

Item f0G): Working Currency.
55. After discussing the currency issues outlined in Working Paper l0(b),
USD would be the working currency for SPREP.

it

was agreed that

Item l0(c): IGM Travel and Per Diem.
56. The IGM considered the options for funding travel costs and per diem allowances for
participants in SPREP Intergovernmental Meetings. After discussing funding implications for
member countries, it was agreed, after the deletion of the United Kingdom from Paragraph 3, to
adopt option (iii), i.e. a special fund be made available to assist small island members only in the
payment of such expenses associated with the IGM, with other members paying their own
expenses.

Item 10(d): Corporate Sponsorship.

in principle the general thrust of the paper by the Secretariat on
Corporate Sponsorship as a means of further widening the frnancial base available to SPREP for
programme implementation. However, it was also recognised that the issue was a delicate one
involving a potential conflict of interest with corporate sponsors and therefore it wae agreed that
the Secretariat would prepare a more detailed analysis of the broad issues involved in this
context and propose guidelines for consicleration at the next IGM.
57. The IGM endorsed
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Item lO(e): Language Services Policy.
58. The importance of satisfactory translation and interpretation was discussed. Frenchspeaking delegates mentioned the poor quality of some translated documents and France urged
SPREP to recruit at least one translator on a temporary basis in line with option (i) ('a mixed
service"). The Budget Subcommittee was asked to consider this proposal.
59. The Budget Subcommittee discussed the issue and felt that the standard of the translated
preparatory documents for this meeting was very poor. However, the Secretariat was requested
to take the necessary action to resolve this issue before the Sixth IGM. The possibility of
entering into a contract with SPC was identified as one option. The Secretariat was requested to
report again on this ltem to the Sixth IGM.

60. With the kind agleement of France, French Polynesia and New Caledonia, it was agreed. to
continue with the Wednesday afternoon plenary session of the IGM without interpretation
services after the interpreters came to the end of their agreed working hours.

Item f0(0: Computer Services
61. The Fourth IGM requested that the Secretariat identify a consultant to evaluate its
computer genrices needs and develop a plan for addressing those needs. The Secretariat
undertook to report back to the Fifth IGM on these matters. However, given the situation with
SPREP's recent transfer to Apia, the Secretariat considered that more time was needed before
instituting such a consultancy. The IGM agreed that the Secretariat should report on this
matter to the Sixth IGM.

Item fOG): Relocation Expenditure
62. The IGM thanked the Governments of Australia, New Zealand and Western Samoa for their
assistance with SPREP's relocation from Noumea to Apia. The IGM noted the relocation
expenditure as outlined in WP9(g) and encouraged member countries to remit their relocation
contributions as agreed at the Fourth IGM. The IGM also noted that, although it was not listed
in the Working Paper, the,Government of France had already made its contribution.
63. The IGM further noted that the Government of Australia had agreed that amounts
contributed by other members to the relocation costs, which could be in the vicinity of
USD100,000, could be offset ngainst Australia's contribution of USD250,000 and be allocated to
the Small Grants Scheme.

Item

ll:

Director's Annual Report for 1991-1992.

64. The IGM noted the Director's Annual Report for 1991'1992.

t0
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Item

12:

Member Country Initiatives.

65. A Proposal for a Regional Convention on the Ban of the Import into the South
Pacific and the Control of Transboundary Movement and Management of Hazardous
Wastes within the South Pacific Region was originally submitted by the Government of
Papua New Guinea to the Twenty-third South Pacific Forum. The Forum welcomed the proposal
and agreed that it be forwarded to SPREP for technical evaluation and comment. The proposal
was submitted as WPlz to the ICM for consideration and advice. Australia also tabled a
discussion paper on the movement and management of hazardous waste within the South Pacific
Region.

66. Delegates welcomed the proposal which they considered required careful technical
evaluation. Accordingly, a Technical Working Group was established made up of Australia,

France, French Polynesia, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Tonga and the United States of
America. SPREP was asked to convene a meeting of the Working Group and to invite the Forum
Secretariat to attend.

Finance - General
67. The IGM re-constituted the Budget Subcommittee established by the previous IGM (at that
time called the Finance Working Group) to consider the Revised 1992 Budget and Indicative
Budget for 1993 and the draft Financial Regulations. The Budget Subcommit[ee members were
French Polynesia (Chair), Australia, Fiji, Niue, Tuvalu and United States of America. (the
Republic of the Marshall Islands was not represented at the Fifth IGIO.
68. The Budget Subcommittee Chairman, in introducing the Subcommitte's report:

O

no[ed that signi{icant progress had been made since the Fourth IGM;

O

expressed preference for the Work Programme component
closely linked with Work Programme activity;

O

noted with interest, and endorsed the content of, the comments made by the Secretariat
in WPl0(d) and encouraged the Secretariat to develop guidelines for internal usage in
line with recognised accounting rules; and,

O

expressed the view that systems would have to be developed to forecast future funding
requirements of primary functions.

of the Budget to be more

Item l0(a): Financial Regulations
69. The Subcommittee recommended the following changes to the draft Financial Regulations:

O

the words "... and expenditure .." be deleted from Regulation 7(l);

O

the words "and reported to the IGM for endorsement" be added at the end of Regulation
25:-

O

the words "and always by
Regulation 29; and,

O

3l

March of the following year" be added at the end of

that in relation to Regulation 22, the ICM set the limit for bank overdraft at zero until
further decided by the ICM.
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70. In the interests of ensuring consistency, transparency and accountability, Western Samoa
submitted the following guidelines for the external auditors report. These were endorsed by the
IGM to be inserted as a new Regulation between Regulations 32 and 33 of the Financial
Regulations. It was agreed that the Auditors would pnepare a report on the accounts certified in
which they should mention:

O

the extent and character of their examination and any changes in accounting practice;

O

matters affecting the completeness or accuracy of the accounts;

O the accuracy or otherwise of the supplies and equipment records

as determined by

stocktaking and examination of the records;

O the adequacy of frnancial

procedures of the South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme including internal control matters and adherence to the frnancial
regulations;

O

the adequacy of insurance cover for the buildings, stores, furniture, equipment and other
property of the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme; and,

O

any other matters which should be brought to the notice of the IGM.

71. The representative of Pitcairn stated that, whilst the United Kingdom continued to regard
assessed contributions as voluntary, it had paid Pitcairn's "subscription" for 1992, had
contributed to the costs of the relocation of SPREP and, in addition to the assistance given to
SPREP Progtammes since 198?, remained willing to consider larger requests.
72. The IGM adopted the Financial Regulations for SPREP as amended which are attached
Annex 7.

Item 7(e): Revised f992 Budget and Indicative Budget for

as

1993.

73. The Report of the Budget Subcommittee in respect of the 1991-f993 Consolidated Budgets
was reviewed. The amended Consolidated 1991, 1992 and f993 Budgets proposed by the
Subcommittee were accepted.

74. ln general discussion, the Secretariat was urged to integrate the Work Programme and
Budget. It was also noted that the increased work load for SPREP in the wake of UNCED would
have significant implications for the Primary Functions. This would require countries to
promptly remit their voluntary contributions.
75. The IGM endorsed the Budget Subcommittee's recommendations
reporting as follows:

O that the Secretariat

in

respect of financial

report to the next IGM on the implementation of its financial

systems and procedures and ways which would assist SPRBP and the IGM obtain better
information for budgets and forward pmjections of income and expenditure which should
provide for:

o
r
o
o
t2

compliance with the Financial Regulations
compliance with the Guiding Principles of Financial Management approved
1991 IGM;
systems to forecast expenditure and income for the following three years; and,
linkage to the Work Programme;

at the
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O

that a conservative approach should be taken for Work Program6e estimates of income
and expenditure.

76. The IGM agreed that:

O

the Secretariat should present to each IGM a report summarising cash flow for SpREp

finances; and,

O

the revised, indicative 1993 Consolidated SPREP Budget be adopted with the proviso
that expenditure on the Small Grants Scheme during 1-993 woulilnot take place unless
it was clear that funds were available.

77. The revised,
8.

Item 7(0:

indicative 1993 Consolidated SPREP Budget, as approved is attached as Annex

Audit of SPREP Accounts on Separatiou from South pacific
Conrnission andlnterest on SpREp funds for lggl-92.

78. The meeting noted the need for timely presentation of audit statements in future and the
need for them to be easily reviewed and understood by all delegates.
?9.

Australia and France reserued the right to examine the aufit of the SPREP accounts in
detail and to raise matters again in future.

80. In light of these discussions, the IGM:

O
O
o

noted the Audit Report;

noted the decision of the CRGA declining SPREP's request for part or full payment of
1991 interest on SPREP funds; and,
noted with thanks that sPC had paid spREp the 1gg2 interest.

81. French Polynesia put forward a proposal regarding possible ways of reducing travel
The Secretariat was inviced to consider this proposal and take appropriate action.

Item

13:

costs.

Statements by Observers

82. Presentations were made by UNDP, IUCN, USP, Joint NGOs (a joint statement on behalf of
12 NGOs) and UNESCO. Copies of these statements, as well as written statements by the
Japan Environment Protection Authority, the FAO and A,SPEI, wene distributed to
participants.

Item

14:

Other Business

83. The following matters were raised under this Item:

O

the need for background papers to be circulated to members at least six weeks prior to
the IGM, to enable adequate country preparation;

O

that consideration be given to making better use of the expertise of observers at future
IGMs;
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o

the French and Australian delegations referred to the need for Pacific Island
countries to consider accession to the Montreal Protocol and to move quickly to ratify the
Climate Change Convention; Australia offered to provide advice to Pacific Island
countries on ratification procedures to both the Vienna Convention and the Montreal
Protocol and on necessary legislation to implement the Protocol;

o

Pitcairn indicated that reference to membership and in related matters should be to
"United Kingdom on behalf of Pitcairn"; and,

o

the French delegation reported that France was in the process of establishing the
"Permanent de Surveillance de I'Environnement dans Ie Pacilique Sud" @ermanent
Environmental Monitoring Observatory in the South Pacihc) which would be available
for regional cooperation activities and which should work in conjunction with SPREP.

Item

15: Date and Venue of the Next Meeting.

84. The delegate of Guam indicated that she would investigate whether Guam could host the
Sixth SPREP IGM. It was agreed, if Guam could not host the Sixth IGM, that the venue would
be Western S_amoa. It was also agreed that a decision would be conditional on an assessment of
the financial implications by the IbU chairman after consultation with members. SPREP would
advise delegates of the dates for the Sixth IGM.
85. The desirability of having, at the least, alternate IGMs in Apia to minimise costs was noted.

Item 16: Adoption of the Report.
86. In the absence of a quorurn during consideration of this ltem, it was agreed that the final
draft Report should be circulated- to those Governments and Administrations which were not
present (except for the three which had not attended the Meeting) with a request that they
inform the Secretariat by 31 October 1992 of any proposed changes.

Item

l7:

Close.

87. Responding to the Chairman's closing remarks, French Polynesia, on behalf of IGM
members, thanked the Chairman and Government of Western Samoa, and the Director and staff
of SPREP'and all those responsible for the successful organisation and conduct of the meeting.
The Chairma4 then formally closed the Fifth SPREP Intergovernmental Meeting.
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for the Official Opening of the 5th SPREP IGM by the
Honourable Faasootauloa Pati, Minister of Lands, Surveys and

Speech

Environment

Honourable Ministers of State
Excellencies Members of the Diplomatic Corps
Distinguished Delegates
Ladies and Gentlemen
Hosting this Fifth Intergovernmental Meeting of SPREP is an honour of the Government and the
people of Western Samoa. It is therefore a privilege for me to welcome you to our shores and to
extend to you the warmest greetings of the Government and the people of our country.

This Fifth IGM of SPREP is an especially important event in the History of the Organisation. It
carries specific and heavy responsibilities. Firstly, this is because SPREP is at the crossroads
with respect to its own development as the Region's Environmental Protection Agency. The
nature of its future as that agency must, within the next few days, be finalised.
Secondly, the nature of the environmental problems facing all SPREP member island nations are
now assuming centre stage. They can no longer be ignored. They must now be addressed

decisively with {irmness and clarity. The sustainable development of Pacific Island Nations
depend on their being dealt with effectively.

The momentum for environmental action generated at the Earth Summit in Rio, must be
maintained and capitalised. My Prime Mini-ster during that llistoric Conference emphasized the
need for action beyond the signing of the Conventions, the Rio Declaration, the Forest Principles
and Agenda 21. This should be the mission of SPREP within the foreseeable future. Therein
also lies the goal this IGM must seek to achieve.

There can be no doubt that SPREP needs to be strengthened. One needs only to consider the
nature of the environmental challenge confronting the region as a whole to understand that
necessity. The transboundary nature of many environmental problems and their commonality
amongst nations ensure that SPREP member countries can combat them effectively only as a
region and with the coordination and assistance that SPRBP was created to provide.
Therefore the essence of SPREP remains above question. If anything, it has only been reinforced
with the increasing threat of environmental changes sweeping the world over. This ICM will
thus be expected to play a decisive part in that process of institutional strengthening that we
hope will set the course for SPREP for the immediate future.

The complex and diverse nature of environmental problems confronting the region, I am sure, is
a matter of common knowledge to you all.

Climate Change and its accompanying adverse conseguences of Sea I-evel Rise and severe and
frequent cyclones are serious threats for all island nations. For some, the loss of complete
temitories renders their very existence as nations perilous.
The task ahead of you is therefore going to be challenging and diffrcult. SPREP needs focus on
the immediate needs of the region. It needs to be flexible in its work programme and in the
allocation of its resources to meet those valid urgent needs.
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SPREP must also be innovative in securing and using additional and existing resources wisely to
assist the rcgion as a whole and individual nations effectively. The importance of strengthening
SPREP as the region's environmental agency must therefore be also looked at in this context.
The task ahead of SPREP is immense.

As host of this occasion, the importance of this IGM to Western Samoa extends beyond SPREP's
development and needs or the member nations environmental concerns. The Covernment and
The People of Western Samoa had offered to be the home of SPREP and that offer was
unanimously supported by the region's governments. For us, there is no more fitting occasion
than today, to express our gratitude to all representatives of Member Governments of SPREP for
their support and trust. On the occasion of the opening of this Fifth ICM, I thank you and your
respective governments for that support.

The pledges of resources of land and temporary facilities for SPREP that the Government of
Western Samoa made in her bid, have already been fulfilled. We believe that the land and the
interim facilities have been satisfactory to SPREP's administrators. We hope the delegates of
this IGM will visit the land and the interim offices of SPREP in the course of this meeting, and I
am sure you will frnd it satisfactory.
To conclude my remarks, let me wish you the very best in your deliberations today and in the
days ahead. It is my fervent hope that your stay in our island country will be refreshing and
enjoyable.

I also hope that our social, cultural and physical environment and, God willing, the weather, will
be equally conducive to making your stay a memorable one and to getting the right tone for this
Fifth SPREP Meeting.
With those brief remarks, I now officially declare this Fifth SPREP Intergovernmental Meeting
open.

Thank you.
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Annex 3: Director's Opening Statement
Honourable Minister for Lands, Survey and Environment
Honourable Secretary for Resources and Development from the Federated States of Micronesia
Excellencies
Heads of Delegations
Delegates
Advisors, SPOCC Members
Observers, Friends of SPREP Family
Ladies and Gentlemen.

Fifth Intergovernmental Meeting of the South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme. Although the banner above you may indicate that this is the Fifth such gathering,
it is in fact the first since SPREP achieved autonomy and set up its own Headquarters in
Western Samoa. It is therefore my particular - even historic - pleasure to greet you for the frrst
time this morning as officer-in-charge of the region's newest Intergovernmental Organisation. It
is always a pleasure to meet old acquaintances and meet new friends of the SPREP family. I
hope that you will take time to chat with my stafr get to know your Secretariat better before you
leave Apia.
Welcome to this

To have achieved this transition in the short time since the last IGM is a tribute to the
commitment of SPREP's Member Governments and Administrations. I would like at this point to
make special mention of the efforts of the Government of Western Samoa in facilitating SPREP's
move to Apia in the immediate aftermath of Cyclone Val - perhaps the most destructive storm to
have visited these islands this century. I would also like to thank you personally, Mr Minister,
for taking time out from your busy duties to be with us this morning and for your informative
opening address. Additionally, please convey our thanks to your Government for the
arrangements it has made so effectively for hosting this meeting, inclufing the provision of this
fine venue.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot tell you how much your Secretariat has been looking forward in
anticipation to this IGM for some hard, decisive commitments and decisions to further facilitate
the establishment of SPREP as a fully autonomous organisation.

Over the next three days you will be called on to make decisions on issueg of considerable
significance to SPREP and its Secretariat. Your Secretariat has done everything it con think of
to put the various matters before you with transparence using the best information available to
us. However, if there is anything else you need or we can do, please tell me or my staff so that it
can be attended to.

The Secretariat, with assistance from you, has prepared a monumental agenda. The
deliberations will not be simple or easy but trw to the spirit of SPREP and this region, we will
come out with decisions eventually.

I hope you have all had an opportunity by now to study the Agenda and Working Papers the
Secretariat has put together. Although all the substantial items are of equal importance, to
rephrase Orwell, some are more equally important than others.
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First among those equals is the proposed Treaty Establishing SPREP as an autonomous agency.
You will remember that Ministers decided at the IGM in July last year that this was the
preferred option. It is now a matter of extreme con@rn to the Secretariat that virtually no
progress has been evident since then on negotiating the terms of a.Treaty, despite most member
countries having indicated their readiness to do so. This has left SPREP in a.very vulnerable
and difficult position legally and constitutionally. Mr. Chairman, you gave your organisation an
ambitious Work Program and Action Plan at the last IGM and for the sake of giving your
Secretariat the mean to implement them, I plead with you to ensure that satisfactory progress is
at last achieved during your deliberations this week. Failure to do that will no doubt hamper the
Secretariat's operation and more importantly its status, privileges and immunities in the host
country. Mr. Chairman, I beg your indulgence not to leave SPREP hanging in limbo, but allow
us to play our role in the development of this region.

Without dinishing the signifrcan@ of other matters, I would also like to ask you to devote
particular attention to three other items. These are the review of Staff Salaries and Conditions
of Senrice, the Corporate Plan and proposals for reviewing the current system of putting together
SPREP's Work Programme. Along with the Trraty, these issues are what I havd referred to in
my Annual Report as the organisation's building blocks. With them frrmly in place, SPREP will
be able to turn its full attentions to the urgent environmental considerations for which it was
established by its members.

Other substantial matters for consideration are the implications for the region of the
implementation of Agenda 21, the proposed South Pacific Biodiversity Conservation Proglamme
and the proposed Work Programsle and Budget for 1993. These are all important to the
continued direction of your Secretariat, so we look to your guidance and wisdom to point us the
way ahead.
Some agenda items by their nature should be restricted to the Secretariat and its members.
These are indicated with an asterisk on your list of Working Papers. you will need bo consider
early in yow deliberations the need for this meeting to go into closed session for those particular
items.

You will see, therefore, that there is a lengthy list of substantive issues before you. Despite this,
I ask for your cooperation in ensuring that the meeting is concluded by Wednesday evening
because we are planning three more meetings on Thursday and Friday.

I am pleased to see so many representatives of donor organisations here this morning. Without
your assistan@, the commitment of SPREP's member governments and administrations would
not have been translated into action. It is appropriate for me to say a few words of special
welcome to you and to extend SPREP's deep appreciation for continuing to support our activities
during these times of rapid and fundamental change. Some have argued that the success or
failure of SPREP in attracting resouroes reflects the global attention to environment
degradation. While I agree with that, it is also true to say that donors and international
agencies invest their resouroes on organisation that have, among others, clear direction, good
and transparrent financial management systems, good and practical approachee and projects.
These ar,e the underling factors in the development of SPREP.
A number of governments, too, are extending much needed and welcomed assistance to SPREP.
Sometimes this could even be considered as going beyond the calls of duty. Please accept my
grateful thanks for everything you are doing to help us, particularly in our re-establighment
phase. Suffice to eay that the assistance of all our friends will be crucial in the coming years
when SPREP is consolidating its existence and functions.
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I would like to acknowledge the presence of nepresentatives of SPREP's four founding
organisations, whom you can see at the advisors'table. Please be assured that this evidence of
your continuing interest in and commitment to SPREP is much appreciated. Special mention is
made of the South Pacific Commission which is making possible the interpretation and
translation facilities for this meeting. I would also like to thank the Governments of Australia
and New 7*aland, for providing the necessary funding enabling the Secretariat to convene its
Fifth IGM.
At this juncture, please allow me to acknowledge the services of Mr. Robin Yarrow, who is unable
to be with us today, in the last 18 months. During this period, he was a great and dedicated ally
of SPREP and his guidance and understanding have seen this Secretariat through this trying
time. The SPREP Secretariat wishes him all the best in his new appointment.
Last in the appreciation pecking order, but only to allow added emphasis, I wish to pay tribute to
my stalf. They put together the papers for this meeting; they aranged the logistics which got
most of you here. For the majority of them this is their first IGM. In faet all the support sta{f
are entirely new to SPREP and yet in six months they have shown enormous dedication and
have integrated into the SPREP family. I am very proud of them and am sure you will agree
that they are doing a first class job.
This week is not all work and no play. The Western Samoan Government will host a function for
you this evening, while SPREP invites all participants to have a look at our Headquarters at
lunchtime today. You will also be able to see the site for our pmposed new Headquarters.
Tomorrow night it will be my pleasure to be your host, again at SPREP Headquarters. In
between times I hope that you have at least some opportunity to see a little more of this
beautiful country and perhaps experience some of its renowned hospitality.
Please have a pleasant stay in Western Samoa and may you all contribute to the most productive
and useful IGM yet.

Thank you.
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4:

Agenda

l.

Offrcial Opening

2.

Appointment of Chairperson

3.

Adoption of Agenda and Working Procedures

4.

Matters Arising from 1991 Inter-Governmental Meetings

5.

SPREP: its Past, Present and Future - an Overview

6.

Institutionallssues
(a) Treaty Establishing

O)
(c)

SPREP

Corporate Plan

IGM Provisional Rules of Procedure
(d) Permanent Headquarters
(e) Provisional Terms of Reference for Director

7. Work Programme
(a)

*

Proposed Policies and Procedures for Work Programme Formulation

O) Coordination of SPREP - POL
(c) Evaluation of 1991/92 Work Programme and Proposed Work Programme for 1993
(d) Review of Salaries and Confitions Of Service System.
(e) Revised 1992 Budget and Indicative Budget for 1993

(0

8.

and Budget Issues

Audit of SPREP Accounts on Separation from South Pacific Commission and Interest on
SPREP Funds for 1991-92

Policy Issues
(a) Relationships

with

International, Regional, National

and Non-Government

Organisations

(b) SPREP Focal Points
(c) SPREP Flag

9.

Action Plan Issues
(a) Agenda 2l: Implications for the Pacific Environment

O) South Pacifrc Biodiversity Conservation Programme

2E
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10. Finance and Administration Issues
(a) Financial Regulations
O) Working Currency
(c) IGMTravel and Per Diem

(d) Corporate Sponsorship
(e) Language Senrices Policy

(f)

Computer Senrices

(g) Relocation E:rpenditure

Ll.

Director's Annual Report for 1991/1992

12. Member Country Initiatives
13. Statements by ObserYers
14. Other Buginees

15. Date andVenue of Next Meeting
16. Adoption of the R'eport

17. Close.
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5: Tems of Reference for the Director
The South Pacific Begional Environment Progratrune
(hereinafter referred to as "SPREP")

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE DIRECTOR
To: The Director of the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme
You are hereby instructed by the Intergovernmental Meeting (hereinafter referred to as the
'IGM') as follows:

I

DEFINITIONS

1. In these instructions, unless otherwise indicated by the context, "direction" means any
direction, instruction, resolution, decision, or r€quest recorded in the Reports of the IGM, oi
otherwise apprtved by the IGM, or any instruction or observation embodied in Committee
records approvedby the IGM.
II

CONSTITUTION AND FUNCTIONING OF SPREP

2.

SPREP derives its authority, powers and functions from decisions of the bodies which
exercise control over it, induding in particular the IGM, and in due course, it is expected, from a
constituent instrument.

3.

As laid down therein, you are the chief executive officer to SPREP and shall carry out all
directions of the IGM. You will be responsible for the functioning of the Secretariat and it is yo.,t
duty:

(a) to ensure,

so far as lies within your power and authority, the due obsen'ance of the
terms and provisions of any constituent instrument;

(b)

to bring to the notice of the IGM any case where those decisions or terms and provisions
are not being satisfactorily observed or carried out, and where, in your opinion, action or
proposed action is or would be inconsistent with any of those terms or provisions or not
strictly within the authority, powers, or functions conferred on SPREP;

(c) to aafeguard at all times the interests of SPREP and to ensune that its alfairs are

conducted with efficiency and dignity as an international organisation created to
promote the protection of the environment and conservation of the natural resources of
the South Pacifrc region.

4. Your management role is one of broad scope including responsibility within established
policies for maintaining relationships with the appropriate agencies of Governments and
Adminlshations, the South Pacific Forum, the South Pacific Commission, other regional
institutions, specialised agencies of the United Nations, other relevant international

organisationg, and non-governmental organisations.

5.

Your administrative powers and functions are also broad. Details of administration are a
matter for you and not the IGM. Nevertheless it is your duty to ensure that Governments and
Administrations are kept sufliciently informed of the activities within your punriew to enable
them to discharge properly their functions in respect of the general policies of SPREP and the
implementation of the Programme.
Rzprlof tlu
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STAFF

6.

As Head of the SPREP Secretariat, you are empowered, subject to such directions that may
be received from the IGM, to appoint and dismiss, as ne@ssary, all memberg of the stalf of the
Secretariat.

7. You should protect the international character of the Secretariat and maintain at all times
the independence of the Secretariat and the freedom of its personnel from influences external to
the Secretariat.
8. In the appointment of staff to the Secretariat, merit, technical qualifications, relevant
experience and personal integrity of candidates are to be governing considerations. Wherever
practicable, preference for staff appointments should be given to candidates from within the
South Pacifrc region.
9. You are required to establish a Staff Classifrcation and Salaries Plan and Stalf Regulations
for the approval of the IGM.
10. It is your duty to administer these instructions fairly and impartially and to ensune their due
and proper o,bsenance; and in the exercise of your responsibilities and powers you will act in
conformity with the relevant provisions of these instructions and in all respects as a good
employer.

IV

PERFORMANCE OF DUTIES DURING ABSENCE

11. In the event of your absence or incapacity the Deputy Director will act as Director. You will
provide for the designation, in the absen@ or incapacity of both yourself and the Deputy
Director, of an oflicer of the Secretariat to act as Oflicer-in-Charge. Such deeignation will be
notified in writing.
12. Should the office of the Director become vacant, the Director's functions and powers shall be
exercised accordingly to the instructions of the chairperson of the IGM and in the absence of any
instruction, by the Deputy Director.

V

THE WORK PROGRAMME

13. You will make yourself familiar with the approved procedure for the formulation and
approval of the SPREP Work Programme and you will be responsible for the development of the
draft Budget estimates for the Work Programme activities.
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VI

FINANCE

14. You ar€ to snAune that SPREP complies with acccpted principlee for financial accounting and
expenditure and with its detailed Financial Regulations approved by the IGM. You are
reslrcnsible, subject to the directions of the IGM, for the control of the funds of SPREP and for all
accounting and expenditure.

15. You will make yourself familiar with the Financial Regulations and take such steps as may
be necessary from time to time to ensure the strict obsewance of the requirements of those
Regulations.

16. In exercising your management role and administrative control of SPREP activities and
financial commitments, you will at all times bear in mind the importance of canying out
directions of the IGM with the utmost efficiency.
17. You should regard it as an important part of your functions to seek additional frnancial and
technical assistance from the international donor communitv.

VII

RULES AND REGULATIONS

18. You are nesponsible for the administration of all rules and regulations made by, or under, the
authorisation of the IGM, and it is your duty to ensure the full impartial observance of all such
rules and regulations.

VII

RESOLUTIONS AND DIRECTIONS

19. You will take due congnizance of all resolutions and directions and requests for information,
of the IGM; and will take action within your competence as may be necessary to give eflect
thereto or comply therewith.

D( ORGAIVISATION AND SERVICING OF MEETINGS
20. You will be responsible for the organisation and servicing of all meetings of the IGM and any
committees, sub-committees or subsidiary bodies that is establishes, and all conferences and
meetings which may be directed-or authorised by the IGM or under its auspices. Subject to the
directions of the IGM, you will be responsible for making all necessary anangements for such
meetings and confenen@s and for the preparation and circulation at the proper time of the
agenda and all other necessary documentation.

32
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X

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

21. You will be responsible for the preparation and submission to Governments and
Administrations of annual reports on activities of SPREP covering the twelve months since the
last similar report. Such reports will also be provided to the South Pacific Conference and the
South Pacific Forum. Other periodical reports are called for in the various rules and regulations
established by the IGM.
22. You will be responsible for the publication and distribution of SPREP periodicals, reports and
other papers as may be directed by the IGM from time to time or in accordance with the
established practice and procedure.

)il

RECORDS AND CORRESPONDENCE

23. You will be responsible for the operation of an efficient system of records and correspondence,
and for the safe custody of IGM and SPREP records and archives.

XII

CUSTODYAND CARE OF PROPERTY

24. You will be responsible for the protection, control and safe custody of all SPREP property
and will take all necessary steps within your authority to ensure the proper care, protection and
maintenance of all such property, including land, buildings, furniture, equipment, goods and
materials of whatsoever nature, whether owned by SPREP or held by it on loan or tenancy, and
appropriate insurance arrangements where applicable.

XIII

COMMENCEMENT AND AMENDMENT

25. These instructions shall enter into eflect from 18 September 1992, the date of their approval
by the IGM, and shall remain in force until amended by the IGM.
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Annex

6: Staff Regulations
PART I : SCOPE AI{D APPLICATION

Regulation

(a)

.

1

These Regulations set out the mutual obligations and rights of SPREP and its employees.
They have been approved by the Intergovernmental Meeting flGM) and are administered by
the Director. They apply to all stalf appointed to SPREP by the Director and where
appropriate to the Director as well. They do not apply to temporary or short term contract
employees, casual workers or consultants unless the contrary is specifrcally indicated, nor
where other conditions have been agreed to in writing.

(b) If any part

of these Regulations becomes contrary to the laws of Western Samoa, or where
they are silent, the laws of Western Samoa will apply.

(c)

These Regulations may be supplemented or amended by the IGM without prejudice to the
existing contracts of stalf members.

(d) The Director may

supplement these Regulations with Sta-ft Instructions not inconsis0ent
with these Regulations or with any decisions made by the IGM and further, may issue such
Staff Instructions as may appear to be necessary to render these Regulations effective.

PART

II : DEFINITIONS
Regulation 2

(a) In these Regulations, unless the context

otherwise requires-

'Allowances'means remuneration other than salaries but does not include money received
to meet expenses incurred by an employee in the course of duty.

'Contract Staff' are staff undertaking work which requires a university

degree or
equivalent qualification, or a lower qualifrcation with expertise and practical experience of
suflicient breadth to counter-balance the lack of formal qualifications.

"Dependent" means the frnancial dependent spouse or dependent child of an employee.

'Dependent child'means an employee's unmarried and frnancially dependent child who is:

(r)

under the age of 16 years; or
under the age of 19 years if undertaking full-time study at a secondary school; or
(iii) under the age of 22 yeats if enrolled and undertaking full-time study at a university or
other tertiary institution; or
(iv) mentally or physically incapacitated

(ir)

Employee" is a general term which according to the context may mean permanent staff,
contract staff, temporary staffor all three.

Sstablishment" means staffpositions approved by the IGM.
Sxpatriate'means

a staffmember, not a citizen or permanent resident of Western Samoa,
who resides in Western Samoa only by virtue of employment with SPREP.
Reprt
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"Greater Apia Area" includes [.etogo, Aframalu, Ululoloa and Faleula.

"IGM' means Intergovernmental Meeting.
'Local" means a staffmember who is a citizen or permanent resident of Western Samoa.
"Remuneration Policy'means the basis for remuneration approvedby the IGM.
'Salary'means the basic annual rate of pay for the job which is specified in SPREP's salary
scale.

"Secondee" means an ofhcer attached to SPREP whose salary is paid by another
organisation, but who is responsible to the Director during his or her period of attachment.

'SPREP means the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme.
"StafF or "Staff Member" means a salaried employee appointed to an established position
either permanently or for a set period.

'Pertnanent StafF are stalf whose work does not require the qualifications and/or
experience tequired of contract stalf and includes accounts, administration, clerical,
secretarial and technical employees.

(b) Where

there is difference or disagreement over the interpretation of these definitions, the
decision of the Director will be frnal.
PART

III

: DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS

Status as International Civil Servants
Regulation 3
The Director and all members of the staff of SPREP are international civil senants. Their
responsibilities are not national but exclusively international. By accepting appointment, they
pledge themselves to discharge their functions and to regulate their conduct with the interests of
SPREP only in view.

Responsibility of SPREP
Regulation 4
The Director is responsible for the proper functioning of SPREP. Stalt members are subject to
the authority of the Director and shall not seek or receive in the performance of their duties any
instruction from any external authority.

Privileges and Immunities
Regulation 6
(Negotiotians ore still tohing place between tlu Western Sam,oan Gouernmcnt ond SPftEP.
Appropriotc wording will be submilnd b a future meeting of tltc IGIrf).
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Communication of Unpublished Information
Regulation 6
Stalf shall exertise the utmost discretion in regard to all matters of offrcial business. They shall
not communicate to any person or the press any unpublished information known to them by
reason of their olficial position, except in the oourse of their duties or by authorization of the
Director. All rights in, and title to, the results of any work performed by staff in the course of
their duties shall be the property of SPREP.

Conduct
Regulation

7

Stalt shall avoid any action, and in particular any kind of public pronounoement or activity,
which may advereely reflect on their positions as international civil senants. They are not
expected to give up their national sentiments or their political and religious convictions; but they
shall at all timee bear in mind the reserve and tact incumbent upon them by reason of their
international status.

Outside Activities
Regulation E
No stalf may accept, hold or engage in any ofhce or occupation which, in the opinion of the
Director, is incompatible with the proper discharge of their duties with SPREP. To the extent
considered reasonable by the Director, the time of stalf shall be at the disposal of SPREP.

Candidacy for Public Office
Regulation 9
Any stafrmember who becomes a candidate for a public office of a political character shall resign
fmm SPREP

Acceptance of Honours, Decorations, Favours, Gifts or Fees.
Regulation l0
No stalf shall accept in respect of their work for SPREP any honour or decoration from any
goverlrment or organization or, except with the approval of the Director, any favour, grft or fee
from any Sovernment, organiz.ation or person during the period of their appointment.
PART IV : APPOINTMENT AND PROMOTION

Appointment of Director and Staff
Regulation 1l

Director

(a)

36
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Director - Erercise of Powers

(b) When the position of Director is vacant, the

Director's functiona and powers shall be
in the absence of

exercised according to the instruction of the Chairperson of the IGM and
any instruction by the Deputy Director.

(c)

When the Director is absent from Headquarters, the Deputy Director shall be designated to
act as Director; in the event that both are absent, en officer of the Dirrector's choice shall be
designate d Offrcer-in. Char ge.

Power of Appointment

(d) The power of

appointment rests with the Director subject
remuneration policy approved by the IGM.

to the establishment

and

Appointment policy
Regulation 12

(a) [n selecting

(r)

sta{f for appointment to SPREP the dominant considerations shall be:

the required qualifrcations and experience

(ii) competence
(iii) personal integrity

O)

Subject to Regulation l2(a) above, the Director shall, in selecting contract staff,, give due
consideration to the nationals of SPREP island member states and to the desirability of
obtaining equitable national representation.

(c)

When a permanent vacancy occurs, SPREP will give frrst consideration to employees at the
same level being rotated into the position. If no suitable employee is available then the
vacancy will be advertised in the pness.

(d) When two applicants for a permanent position are rated equally suitable, and one
SPREP employee, preference shall be given to the existing stafrmember.
(e)

ie

a

Men and women are equally eligible for all posts in SPREP.

Appointment Procedure
Regulation 18
(a) No appointment is valid which is not the subject of a written olfer of employment signed by
the Director or an authorized representative, and a written acceptance signed bV tn
appointee. Every offer of employment
soalain a statement of duties, all the terms and
conditiong of employment and a copy of"h"11
the StaffRegulations.

o)

An appointment is permanent, temporary or on a frxed or short term contract. The length of
appointment of a temporary or contract stalf member is set by the Director according to the
requirements of the work programme.

Fl ft h I ntergow rnnc ntol Meti ng
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(c) A temporary

appointment may not exceed a period of more than six months. A temporary
appointment is usually made to replace a perrnanent stalf member who has resigned at
short notice or is on leave.

(d)

A fixed term of appointment is of not less than three years. A short term appoinhnent is for
any period less than three years and is subject to such terms and conditions as the Director
determines, but within the salary scales applicable to SPREP.

(e)

A fixed term appointment of three years is renewable, based on the needs of SPREP, and the
merit and performenoe of the employee, for a further period of three years. Further
extensions beyond two contract terms should receive prior approval of the IGM.

(D

The length, terms and conditions of appointment may be varied in exceptional circumstances
by the mutual agreement in writing of the Director and employee.

(S) Appointment is provisional until confirmed. Appointment is subject to a satisfactory mefical
examination by a designated medical practitioner and a probationary period of six months'
service which may be extended or reduced by the Director. At the end of the probationary
period the Director shall in writing:

(r)

confirm the appointment; or

(ir) extend the probationary

period; or

(iii) terminate the appointment.

(h)

The appointment of:

(r)

an expatriate runs from the date of leaving home to take up appointment with SPREP;

(ii)

a local employee

(r)

Salary is earned from the date of appointment.

from the date of appointment;

Promotion
Regulation 14

(a)

A perrranent staffmember is promoted when appointed to a position higher than his or her
currrnt position.

O) A promotion

38
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Termination
Regulation 16
lVays of Terminatlon

(a) An appointment
(r)

is terminated

-

when being a fixed term appointment

it

reaches the end of its term; or

(ii) by either SPREP or the staff member giving the other one month's notice in

writing;or

(iii) without notice by either SPREP or the employee payrng to the other

one month'g

salary in lieu of notice; or

(iv)

as a disciplinary measure by dismissal with or without notice under Regulation 30O).

Suspended Staff

(b) Before

dismissing or giving notice to a staff member who is a permanent employee of a
member government's Public Service, the Director shall inform the government in question.

Certificate of Service

(c)

A staff member shall, on leaving the service of SPREP, be given a certificate relating to the
nature of his or her duties, the length of service, the amount of emoluments, and other
relevant information.

Final Pay

(d)

Upon leaving the service, any indebtedness of a staff member to SPREP shall be deducted
from any money due to the staffmember from SpREp.

PART

V: ENTITLEMENTS

ON APPOINTMENT AND TERMINATION

Regulation

16

Entitlements

(a)

SPREP shall meet the following appointment and termination expenses of contract stalf
recruited from outside the Greater Apia Area. The entitlements cover the transport and
accommodation enroute for the staff member and accompanying dependents between home
and Apia, and back, by the shortest and most economical route. The Director has discretion,
after taking family circumstances into account, to include dependents who arrive within six
months of the start of appointment or leave within one month of termination.

Fares

(l) Director:

Business class
Other staff: Economv class

Ftlt h I nk r Eove r n me ntol M cc ti ng
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Removal Erpenses

(ii)

The reasonable eost of packing, insuring, shipping and unpacking furniture, household
and personal effects as follows-

(a)

in respect of the stalf member
4 mB in respect of a dependent spouse
2 mB in respect of each dependent child

O)

up to 20 kilos of excess baggage per person for all contract stalf recruited overseas.

12 mB

Establishment Grant

(c)

To offs€t incidental expenses and compensate for the upheaval of removal an establishment
grant on appointment only at the rate prescribed in Schedule I to these Regulations.

Temporary Accommodation

(d)

Accommodation at a suitable hotel or other fully furnished accommodation for up to frve
working days or such other period as the Director considers reasonable in the circumstanceg.
Expatriate contract staff will not be paid a housing subsidy for the period when temporary
accommodation costs are met.

SPREP Assistance

(e) An appointee will be assisted to settle into Apia. This

assistance could include help to find
suitable rented accommodation and advice on suitable terms.

Ineligibility

(0

the entitlements prescribed in Regulation l6(a) do not apply and, at the Director's discretion,
may be withheld in whole or in part if:

(t

all or part of the expenses are met from some other source; or

(ii) within 12 months of

appointment the staff member resigns appointment under
Regulation l5(a) (ii) or (iii) or is dismissed under Regulation 30(b) (iv) or (v).

PARTVI : HOURSOFWORK
Normal Hours
Regulation 17

(a) The Director has the right to call upon the

services

of staff to the extent considered

reasonable.

O) Normal ofice hours are 8 am to 12 noon and I pm to 4.30 pm Monday to Friday, making a
total of 37 hours 30 minutes per week.

40
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(c)

The driver/messenger, gardener, handyman and tea attendanUcleaner will be required to
work hours as directed by the Director. They will have to work either 40 hours per week or
8 hours a day before overtime rates become applicable.

(d)

The watchman will be required to work from 6 pm to 6 am Monday to Friday as well as any
additional hours required by the Director.

Overtime
Regulation 18

Eligibility

(a) Permanent

and temporary stalf at Level 4 and below may claim overtime or time olf in lieu
of overtime for the hours they are required to work in excess of their normal working hours.

Overtime Rates of Pay

(b)

The rates of pay for overtime are:

(i)

for days other than public holidays and Sundays, one and a half times the normal

hourly rate.

(ii)

for Sundays or public holidays, double the normal hourly rate.

Meal Allowance

(c) Stalf

required to work overtime for more than 6 hours on a Saturday, Sunday or public
holiday, or beyond 6-30 pm on a full working day, shall be paid lunch and dinner allowancee
as appropriate at rates approved by the Director.

Transport Assistance

(d) Stalf required to work more than one hour's

overtime on a normal working day shall be
taken home by SPREP transport, if it is available, and if not, by taxi at SPREP eq)ense.

(e) Stalf required

to work overtime on weekends or public holidays shall be;

(r) taken to and from work by SPREP transport, if it is available, and il not, by taxi at
SPREP expense; or

(ir) entitled to claim mileage
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PARTVII: REMUNERATION
Regulation 19

Determination and Adjustments

(a) The remuneration policy and conditions of service of SPREP employees are determined by
the IGM.
Currency of Remuneration

(b)

The remuneration of all SPREP stalf shaU be expressed and paid in Western Samoan tala.

Adjustrnente

(c)

Contract salaries and expatriate allowances ane expressed in International Monetary Fund
Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) and adjusted annually or whenever a movement of 5% or
more is measured in the value of the Western Samoan tala relative to SDRg.

(d) The salaries of permanent stalf are adjusted every six months in

accordance with

movements in the Western Samoan Consumer Price Index.

Salaries
Regulation 20
General

(a)

The current salaries are set out in Schedule 2 to these Regulations.

Salary on Appointment

(b) Appointments of permanent staff shall be to the bottom step of the grade for the position
except that the Director shall have discretion, in particular cases, to appoint to a higher step
if the circumstances justify it. The Director shall appoint contract staff at a level within the
designated salary band which is competitive with salaries being paid for similar experience
and qualifications within the South Pacific Region.

Salary on Promotion

(c)

Appointment on promotion is at the minimum of the salary range for the higher position or,
if the salaries for the two positions overlap, to the level of the higher salary range which
affords an irnmediate salary increase equal to one incremental step.

Increments

(d) The Director may authorize an increment to an employee at the completion of each year's
senrice where that employee's work performance has been highly satisfactory and where he
or she has not reached the maximum of the salary range for his or her position. Where the
employee's performance has not been considered highly satisfactory during the year, the
Director will explain to the employee why he or she will not receive an increment or, in cases
of poor performance, why his or her salary will be reduced by an increment.

42
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PART

VIII : ALLO1VANCES

AND REI,ATED BENEFITS.

Higher and Ertra Duties Allowances
Regulation 2l
(a) Any stalf member may at any time be required by the Director to undertake the dutieg of a
senior or other position whether or not the circumstances justify increased pay.

o) A staff

member who is required by the Director to carry out and doee carry out the full
dutigs of a higher graded position for a continuous period of not less than ten working days
will be paid a higher allowance amounting to the difference between hie sp her salary
t["
time and the minimum salary for the higher graded position.
"t
Rep resentational Allowance
Regulation 22

The Director and Deputy Director shall receive a non-accountable representational allowanoe of
5o/o and 1% of basic salary respectively.

Expatriate Allowances
Regulation 23

In adfition to salary, expatriate staff are entitled to receive the following

benefits-

(a) A spouse allowance oI 60/o of salary, if a dependent
member will be eligible to claim for one spouse ouly.

(b) Alocation allowanceof

spouse

allowancee and

is living in Apia. A staff

\o/sof salary.

(c)

A child allowance for each dependent child normally resident in Western Samoa. The rats
for the time being is set out in Schedule l.

(d)

An education allowance to reimburse expenses actually incuned on the following items
for each dependent child up to the maximum set out in schedule

(i)

l:

in western samoa - tuition fees and compulsory school excursions;

(ir) outside Western Samoa - tuition and boarding fees, compulsory schml excursiong, regulatbn
school uniforms and purchase or hire of text books.

Any external financial assistance (such as a bursary) received by an ereatriats contract
employee towards the above items is to be deducted from actual expeffles when determining
the amount to be reimbursed.

The education allowance is to be paid instead o[, and not in addition to, the child allowanoe
in (c) above for those dependents being educated outside western Samoa.
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(e) School holiday travel. The entitlement of one return economy class flight

each year

between place of education and Apia by:

(r)

each dependent child being educated outside Western Samoa; or

(ii) the etalf member or spouse, providing the journey is not made within

the frnal six

months of the contract.
(0

G)

Home leave travel for every completed year of service except for the terrrinal year. The
entitlement is for the reimbursement of one economy class return flight between Apia and
home for the stalf member, spouse and dependent children. The normal home of the stalf
member will be egreed between him or her and SPREP at the time of appointment.

A relocation allowance for stalf who have completed their contracts and are not
a payment equivalent to three weeks' salary after a three
gix
year contract or
weeks'salary for any period exceeding six years.

returning. The entitlement is for

Director's Entitlements
Regulation 24
allowances provided for elsewhere
shall be entitled to the following:

In addition to any other
(a)

rent-free accommodation up to a rental limit specifred in Schedule

(b) electricity charges for accommodation;

(c)

in these Regulations the

Director

l;

and,

a domestic assistance allowance. The allowance ie linked to the Western Samoan Consumer
Price Index and the rate for the time being is set out in Schedule 1.

PART D(

: LEAVE

Annual Leave
Regulation 26

(a)

The annual leave entitlement is:Contract stalf
Permanent staff

:
:

30 working days
15 working days

o) For each stalf member the leave year runs from the date of appointment to its anniversary

and thereafter from anniversary to anniversary. l.eave accumulates with the passing of the
leave year with the full entitlement, minus any leave taken, falling due on the anniversary
of appointment.

(c)

If a Weetern Samoan public holiday is observed on a normal working day while
member is on annual leave that day shall be added to his or her entitlement.

a staff

(d) Applications for leave should be in the hands of the Director 30 days before the leave applied
for begins.
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(e)

Annual leave does not carry over from one leave year to the next without written approval
from the Director, and shall not exceed 50o/o of the entitlement. In considering applications
to carry over annual leave, the Director will have regard both to the requirements of SPREP
and the situation of the staffmember.

(D

will only pay salary in lieu of unexpended leave at the end of a contract. Cases
involving dismissal under Regulation 30@) will not receive salary in lieu of unexpended
SPREP

leave.

Sick Leave
Regulation 26
(a) Each staff member is entitled to 30 days' paid sick leave per
accumulates up to a maximum of g0 days.

year. Sick leave not taken

(b) To qualify for sick leave a stalf member is required:

(D to notify his or her immediate
(ii)
(c)

superior as early as practicable on the

first day of

absence; and,
as soon as practicable, apply for sick leave in writing.

All applications for sick leave shall be supported by a certificate from a qualifred medical
practitioner justifying the absence on medical grounds unless:

(t

the application is for two days or less; and,

(ir) the applicant has not already taken six days of uncertified sick leave in the last

12

months.

(d)

The Director may at any time withdraw the dispensation from the requirement to furnish a
medical certificate, or require a staff member to undergo a medical examination from a
designated medical practitioner, when certified sick leave appean to be excessive.

(e)

If a stalf

member is taken sick or is injured while on annual leave and produces a medical
certificate to that effect, the period of sickness shall be recorded as sick, not annual, leave.

Other Leave
Regulation 27

Maternity Leave

(a) A stalf member with at least one year's continuous service at the expected date of
confinement is entitled to 60 working days' maternity leave on full pay. The period of leave
begins on a date decided by the Director in consultation with the mother but not more than
30 days before the expected confinement. The balance of the leave, but in any case not lesE
than 30 working days, shall be taken immediately after confinement.

Ftfth I nb rgotnr
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Compassiongte Leave

O)

Applications for compassionate leave will be consrdered by the Director on an individual
basis, but will not exceed four working days plus minimal travelling time for all stalf
members whether they have to travel outside or within Western Samoa. Sick leave
(Regulation 26(a)) may not be used by a stalf member to meet his or her extended family
responsibilities.

Special Leave \Mithout Pay

(c)

Requests for special leave without pay shall be submitted in advance and require approval
in writing from the Director. Special leave may be granted for cases of extended illness or
other exceptional or urgent reasons.

(d) Special leave without pay shall be granted only after accrued annual leave has been

expended. No leave accruals or other financial allowances of any kind shall be earned or
granted during periods of special leave without pay.

PARTX : HOUSING
Regulation 28

Eligibility
(a) Expatriate

contract staffshall be eligible to receive a housing subsidy.

Houslng Subsidy

O)

The rate of housing subsidy shall be the difference between 10% of the offrcer'g salary and
90% of the rent of a house over that amount up to the maximum rental limit set out in
Schedule l.

(c)

The maximum rental limit shall be adjusted annually in accordance with the change (up or
down) in housing rentals paid by organisations in Apia with senior expatriate staff,
particularly the United Nations agencies and private companies.

PART

}il : EXPENSES

Regulation

29

Duty Travel

(a)

SPREP meets the travelling expenses necessarily incrlrred by staff required to travel away
from Apia on offrcial business.

(b) The Director is entitled to travel business class. All other staff will travel economy

class

except that the Director shall have the discretion, where particularly arduous combinations
of duty and travel have to be undertaken on behalf of SPREP, to authorize business or
executive class travel.
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Per Diem Allowance

(c) Stalf travelling

on business and spending the night away.from Western Samoa will receive:

(i)

reimbursement of actual and reasonable expenses. Such e:cpenses will include the cost
of hotel and other non private accommodation and meals. A daily incidental allowance
is also payable at a rate set by the Western Samoan Public Service; or

(ir)

a subsistence allowance at the appropriate per diem rate. Rates will be equivalent to
those used by UNDP and will be updated regularly in line with changes promulgated by'
UNDP. The current rates are set out in Schedule 3 to these Regulations.

The subsistence allowance will be adjusted downward where the stafr member ig
accommodated privately or accommodation and/or meals are provided for by a

sponsoring government or organisation.

Mileage Allowance

(d) A mileage allowance at the rates prevailing in the Western Sar"oan

Public Senrice may be
claimed by a stalf member who uses his or her personal vehicle with the prior appruval of
the Director in the following circumstances;

(l)

to travel on official business in and around Apia when SPREP transport is not available;

or

(ii)

when working overtime as set out in Regulation 18(d) and (e)

Official Entertainment

(e)

Providing the Director's appnoval in writing has been obtained prior to the offer of ofhcial
entertainment, a Head of Division may be reinbursed the expenses of entertainment
extended on behalf of SPREP. The Director shall not authorize any rcimbursement under
this provision unless reasonable evidence of the o{ficial nature of the entertainment ig

provided and the claim is supported by receipts.

PART

)ilI : DISCIPLINE
Regulation 30

Offences

(a)

An employee commits an offence who:

(t

wilfully disobeys a lawful order of
employee is formally responsible;

(ir) wilfully disregards

the Director or of any other olficer to whom the

the Regulations;

(iii) is negligent, inelficient or incompetent in the exercise

of his or her dutiea;

(iv) wilfully acts without regard to SPREP's interests;

(v)

behaves disgracefully or improperly either in an ollicial capacity or otherwise, or

(vi) steals or misappropriates the funds or property of SPREP.
frft h Inte r gotnrnnu
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Penalties

(b)

The Director may discipline an employee found guilty of an offence by:

(D

an ollicial reprimand;

(ir)

a fine not exceeding 14 days'salary;

(iii)

demotion to a lower step in the grade of the offender's position;

(iv) dismissal with notice under Regulation

15(a) (ii); or

(v) il

the olfence is theft or misappropriation of SPREP's funds or property, by summary
dismissal without notice.

Procedures

(c)

No employee suspected of committing an offence shall be penalized under Regulation 30(b)
unless guilt is confrrmed by:

(l)

the employee's own admission; or

(ir) the outcome of criminal

proceedings; or

(iii) the findings of an internal inquiry conducted as soon as practicable by the Director

(or
in his or her abs€nce by the Deputy Director) and two other staffmembers, one of whom
may be nominated by the suspected employee.

Suspension

(d) An employee may be suspended without pay if suspected of theft or misappropriation of
SPREP's property and on pay in all other cases. If the suspicion cannot be sustained the
smployee will be fully reinstated with effect from the date of suspension.

PARTKII :

STAFF CONSULTATIONS

Regulation

31

Regular meetings will be held between SPREP management and staff to discuss general matters
relating to the work programme, staff administration and staff welfare.

PART

)flV :

GENERAL

Regulation 32
Personal Accident Insurance
employees who are required by SPREP to travel away from Apia by any form of
transport on official business. are insured under SPREP's blanket cover for personal
accidents.

(a) AII
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(b) All contract

sta-ff ane covered 24 hours per day

by SPREP's Personal Accident Insurance

Policy.

(c)

Permanent stalf are covered by SPREP's Personal Accident Insurance Policy during working
hours only. Working hours for this purpose include overtime and direct travel between home
and the ofice.

Medical Insurance

(d) All

employees and their dependents will have all reasonable medical, dental and optical
expenses, as determined by the Director, met by SPREP direct or, where appropriate, by
SPREP'g medical scheme.

Superannuation

(e) An expatriate contract staff member will contribute

6% of his or her total salary ftasic
salary and location allowance) to any recognized fund approved by the Director.

(0

l-ocally-recruited staffwill contribute to the Western Samoa National Provident Fund.

(g)

SPREP

will make a contribution to the staff member's Provident Fund equal tn
staffmember's total salary Oasic salary plus location allowance where applicable).

60/o

of the

Protective Clothing

(h) On confirmation of their appointment, permanent stall regularly employed on labouring

work shall be issued with two sets of overalls and two pairs of safel,y boots, at a charge of
eight tala for a set of overalls or a pair of safety boots.

(r)

Overalls and safety boots issued to staff will be replaced on a fair wear and tear basis but
not more than once a year.

Training

(i)

The Director shall, where deemed necessary in the interests of SPREP, provide for the
training of staffmembers in areas directly related to their duties and advancement. Priority
should be given to permanent stalf.

Documentation

(k) The Director shall maintain

up-to-date documents detailing the establishment, grading
system, salary scales and conditions of service of SPREP as approved by the IGM.

Review

0)

These salaries and conditions of service should be subject to periodic neview.

Ftfth I nteryowr n nc ntol M ecti ng
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SCHEDULE 1
The following expatriate allowances are adjusted annually or whenever a movement of 5%
or more is measured in the value of the Western Samoan tala relative to SDRs (Regulation
le(c)):
Establishment Grant (Regulation 16(a) (iii))

Director
Other

WST 2,528
\ryST 1,896

Child Allowance (Regulations 23(c) & 23(d))
WST 2,191per annum for each dependent child
Education Allowance (Regulation 23(d))

WST 9,201per annum for each dependent child

The following allowance is adjusted every six months in accordance with movements in the
Western Samoan Consumer Price Index (Regulation 24(c)):

Domestic Assistance Allowance for Director

WST 3,&0 per annum

The following housing rental limits are adjusted annually in accordance with changes in the
housing rental market in Apia @egulation 28):
Rental Limits

WST 3,500 for the Director
WST 3,000 for the Deputy Director
WST 2,600 for staff below Deputy Director level

50
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SCHEDULE

A

PROPOSED SALARY SCALES FOR SPREP CONTRACT STAFF
FBOM 3 AUGUST 1992

step Total
sDR
Grade 6
Assistant

Proj. Officer

10,572
1 1,206

18,078
19,060
20,105
21,222
22,410
23,676

17,217
19,152
19,149
20,211
21,343
22,549

5

6

5
Project
Officer

1

2
3

4
5
6

Allow.

8,793
9,321
9,879
10,473
1 1,101
11,766

1

2
3

4

Grade

Location

Basic
Salary
sDR

9,374
9,977
9,409
g,g7 4

Grade 4
1 2'i,G52 2A,621
Adviser 2 22,899 21,909
3 24,222 23,O69
4 25,631 24,410
5 27,125 25,933
6 29,713 27,346
Grade 3
28,299 26,950
Senior 2 30,049 29,619
Adviser 3 31,602 30,097
4
33,545 31,949
5
35,602 33,907
6
37,779 35,990
1

Basic
Salary

Location

wsT

wsT

SDR

Total
WST

419
444
470
499
529
560

29,912
31,709
33,607
35,627
37,764
40,026

1,425
1,510
32,OOg 1,599
33,930 1,697
35,964 1,900
38,121 1,905

861

61,499
64,939
69,393
72,193
76,234
80,541

58,569 2,929
61,749 3,Ogg
65,139 3,255
68,754 3,439
72,605 3,629
76,707 3,934

73,656
77,994
82,399
87,192
92,274
97,676

74,196 3,709
79,476 3,922
83,039 4,1 54
87,879 4,395
93,026 4,650

908
957
1,O1

1

1,067
1,127
1,031
1,OgO

1,153
1,221

1,292
1,367
1,349
1,431
1,505
1,597
1,695
1,799

96,264
102.221
107,504
1

14,1 13

121,111
128,517

Allow.

28,497
30,199

7C,149 3,507

91,679 4,596
97,353 4,969
102,384 5,120
1 08,681 5 ,432
115,345 5,766
122,397

6,1 20

Grade2

1
D/Directorr 2

38,030
41,977

36,219
39,978

1,811
1,999

129,371
142,797

123,210 6,161
135,997 6,900

Gradel 1
Directorr 2

43,831
49,005

41,744
45,719

2,087
2,286

149,104
163,303

142,OO5 7,099

155,527 7,776

* salary level remains constant for the period of three
sDR rate is WSTl.00

Fifl h I ntergu*r nmentd Meeti ng

year contract.

= sDR 0.2940
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UNDP PER DIEM RATES

DSA with cffact

Doily Retc

6

Deily

s from lst Octobrt992.l USf

USE

China, People'r Republic
Beijing
Shanghai
Guenzhou

95

FSM

99

80

Ponapc

70
Fiji

lndia

Suvo

CElcutt.
Now Delhi
Bombay

Modrer
Baranaei, Bengalore, Lucknow,
Undaipur, Jaipur, & Agre
Sprinegar, Shimlo, & Hydarabod
Ahmedabed, Aurengabad, Arne.
& Dehraadun
Eleawhero

107
107
107
107

83
83

5t

NEdi

Baewhare whor. Cornm Hotol rxist
Eleewhero wher6 Co.nm Hotol
doeant axist
Guem
Guam ell arear

5l

5l

Jakarta

150

Beli

154
56

Japen
Tokyo
Yokohama

Osrkr
Kyoto
Kobe
Okinewa
Nagoye - Elcewhoro

Kiribati
Tarowe

312
253
253
253
208

25
7A

Marehall lglendr
Majuro

t05
105

Nauru

83

Nauru

Now Caledonir
Noumee

192

New Zealand
AucUerd
Wollingto.l
Ncw Zeeland

144
144

198

t50

Kota, Kinrbalu. & Penang

131

Kuching (Sarawek)

117

98

Lengkrwi

9l

Saben (elsewhora)
Sarawrk (ehewhere)
Elsewhsrc

73

Brewhere(iclandl

7A

r29

Christmar leland
Outer irlandc
All other erear

359

Pcsrinrule Maleyeie (eleewherel
Kuah Lumpur

Elsewhe.c {reeortl

t20

Marrhall blandr

Malaycit

Maldivor
Melc

2S

51

Indonsria

Indonosia - elgewherc

133
113
06

83
45

144

Niuc

Niuc Hotd
Niuc Boewhoro

65

44

Northern Marirnar
219
219

Northern Maricnar
Seipen

t06
77
19

Pelau

Koror

loo

Psleu

t06

Philip;riner

Mrnih
Philippinor - dsawhorc
Devao, Eaguio, Cebu, Celatagen
Lcoag, Troloban, & Benauc
Republic of Korcr
Seoul
Kyungju
Cheju lr
Pumn

Korcr - Crewhorc
Yourong And Cangwon

'l49
47
88
88

Pm Morcaby (hoteh iclander & t/lodge0 244
Lac, Kiungr. Rabaul, Wewrk.
PNG - Crcwhcrc cornm hotoh
PNG - o|rowhero cornm hoteh

do not
196

172
772
181

Kevieng
cxirt

cxirt

(obcwhcrc)
Kundiawr i Mt hrgen
Popondenr. Gorokr, Drru, Kimbc
Aloteu, Mendi, Mrdrng, K.in.ntu
Port

Moruby

163
84
71
155
17O
15O

122

s2
115

Solomm hlsndr

Honian cbcwhero

93
a2
93
47

Gizo

71

Mcndanr Hotel
Mundr

Singaporc
Singeporc
Thailend
Eengkok

PNG

Honirrr HotC

142

Auki & deowhorc whee cornm.hotel

Prtt.y.

99

exirt

35

Phugot
Beyong
Cheing Mai

s9

Elrcwhorc whcrc conrm hotela dont axi.t

t0

frft h I nbt gotnr nru nt,al Mcc li ag

99
79
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U'{DP PER DIEM RATES
DSA wit cffect .s fmm lst

Daily Rate

Daily

Octobarl992.l USt

Nekorn Rrtchrcimr

60
58
32

Chring R.i & Ranmg

Erewhsc

us$
TeNti

233

Tmga
Vavau ehowhere & eleewh€.o
Nuku'alofe

Vsva'u (Peradiee)
Tonga - clrewhere

39
103
100
39

Tuvalu
Funafuti
Tuvolu - olsewhora

32

EUROPE

Belgiunr
Belgiurn (ell rrear)

2AO

Frenct

Prrir
Fnncc - Crewhero

224
199

Nothodrndr
Nethedardr

56

Venuatu

Vih

241

143

Santo

Switzerlrnd

Tenna

Switzcrlrnd

Vrnustu - ehewhelc

91

Ur*ted Kingdorn

126

h

113

32

Wallir & Futuns

London

259

UrJtcd Kingdorn - drewhero

213

PACIFIC

Amaricen Srmoe
All Arear

Wallir & Futune

173

Weetern Samoa
Apia
Upolu elaewhere

r10

99

Vaieglr Hotel, Safua Hotel/Bayview
Savgii Eleewhare
Beewhere

Aurtrelir
Adelcidr

Hob.rt

160
100
100
100
160
160
160
160

Aurtrelir - dsewhoro

t05

Brirbena

Canbern
Mdboumc
Sydney

Darwin
Perth

77

72
45
28

Canoda

Toronto
Vencouver

192

144

ott8w.

131

Monusol
Canrde - obewhere

135

New York firet 3O daye
New York n€xt 30 dsys

207
176

Boeton

't73

Lor Angeleo

160
160

101

USA
Cook

hlrndr

R|rotofig. Hotd Rsrot
Rarotong. - Erawherc
Aitutski
Atiu
Brcwhcrc

98
67
7a
70
51

Son Frangisco

Waehington
Honolulu
USA - deewhere

173

180
98

Per diem policy :

Undr 8 houn = nc per diem
8 hourt o. mora = half per diem
Ovcr tG hourg

=

full per diem

Per Disrn rstoa :

Steff

=

tOO % of totat p€| diem

Spourc =
Children

50 % of total per diem

of 12 yearr or ovor = 50 % of total per diem

Children under '12 yo6ra
Pleeec noto the

following

= 25 % of total per diem

:

wherc on officon rpou.c tnvd with tho children thsn full per diem le given to him/her,
or whsn ths children trovd by thomgelver then the eldegt will be given the full smount.
For morc dotEils ple.so refer to the SPC Administrative Directive No.3/2 l-8.
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PURPOSE

Regulation

1

These Regulations shall govern the frnancial administration of the South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme.

DEFINITIONS

Regulation

2

In these Regulations, unless the contrary intention appears-

'Budget' mearn a consolidation of statements of income and expenditure for
project management and project implementation functions.

the

primary,

'Capital Fund' means a general pwpose fund, the proceeds of which will be applied from time

to time to partially finance the activities of the South Pacific Regional Environment Progremme.

'Operating Fund'means

a fund for processing

all receipts and payments.

'Primary functions'means

core functions including servicing the Intergovernmental Meeting,
seeking funds, coordinating activities and pruviding information to members.

'Project management functions' means the management of donor funded projects on behalf of
members and donors.

'Project implementation functions' means the implementation of donor funded projects on
behalf of members and donors excluding the project management function.
'Secretariat' means the South Pacilic Regional Environrnent Programme's persennel and
financial resouroes associated with undertaking primary, project management and project
implementation functions.
Fiflh Inbrgorxrnmenlol Meeting
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THE BUDGET

Regulation

I

The annual Budget estimates shall cover income and expenditure of the South Pacific Regional
Environment Prngranme and its auxiliary and subsidiary bodies for the fiscal year to which they
relate and shall be presented in US dollars. The fiscal year of the South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme shall be the calendar year. The annual Budget estimates will
incorporate income and expenditure proposals for the primary, project management and project
implementation functions.

Regulation 4
The annual Budget estimates shall be arranged in such form and in such Parts, Heads and SubHeads as the Intergovernmental Meeting may from time to time direct.
The annual Budget estimates shallinclude the following documents:

(a) A detailed statement dealing with each sub-head separately of estimated income and
expenditure for the following year for the primary, project management and project
implementation functions and the basis of computation.

(b) A comparative table, dealing with each sub-head separately, of actual income

and

expenditure during the last completed frscal year; of estimated income and expenditure in
the approved Budget. for the current year; of revised estimates (if any) of income and
expenditure for the current year, based on the latest figures available, and of estimated
income and expenditure for the following year;

(c) A detailed statement

showing the estimated frnancial position of the South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme at the end of the current frscal year;

(d) A detailed statement
(e) Any other

dealing with extra-budgetary funds;

documents which

the Intergovernmental Meeting may deem necessary

and

useful.

Begulation

6

The annual Budget estimates for the following year will be circulated [at least one monthl prior
to the openihg of the annual Intergovernmental Meeting.

APPROPRIATIONS

Regulation

6

The adoption of the annual Budget estimates for the primary, project management and project
implementation functions shall constitute an authorisation to the Director to incur commitments
and make payments for the pu4)oses for which the expenditure was approved and up to the
nmounts so approved.
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When the Intergovernmental Meeting has not met in a particular year to consider revised
Budget estimates for that current year for the primary functions, the Director may subject to
regulation 9 incur additional commitments and make additional payments up to a limit of ten
per cent of the total sums already approved for the primary functions.

Regulation

7

1.

Income for the primary and project management functions shall be accounted for on a cash
basis except for interest income.

2.

Expenditure for the primary and project management functions shall be accounted for on an
accrual basis.

3.

Funds provided in the Budget for primary and project management functions shall be
available for commitment during the fiscal year to which they relate.

4.

Funds provided in the Budget for primary functions shall remain available for twelve
months following the fiscal year to which they relate to the extent to which they are required
to liquidate commitments.

5.

Funds shall remain available in the Budget for project management functions until they are
required to liquidate commitments.

6.

The Director may transfer within the Budget for primary functions anticipated savings
under any Part, Head or Sub-Head to meet anticipated expenditure under any other Part,
Head or Sub-Head.

7.

ln the event of any delay in the meetings of the Intergovernmental Meeting to adopt the
annual Budget estimates for the primary functions, the Director is authorised, pending
approval of the annual Budget estimates for the primary functions, to incur obligations and
meet expenditure in the frrst three months of the current year up to a limit not exceeding
twenty five per cent of the total expenditure incurred for the whole of the preceding year,
subject to any reservations which have been placed on any individual item.

8.

The Director may incur additional expenditure on project management functions in excess of
that provided in the Budget for project management functions provided that funding is
available and that such additional expenditure does not adversely impact on the capacity of
the Secretariat to carry out and manage the activities detailed in the Budget approved by
the Intergovernmental Meeting.

Regulation

l.

E

Income and expenditure for the project implementation functions shall be accounted for on

an accrual basis except for receipts for project implementation functions which shall be
accounted for on a cash basis.
2.

Funds provided in the Budget for project implementation functions shall be available for
commitment until such time as a specific project is either amended, cancelled or replaced.

3.

Funds shall remain available in the Budget for project implementation functions until they
are required to liquidate commitments.
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4. The Director may transfer within the Budget for project implementation

functions
anticipated savings under any Part, Head or Sub-Head to meet anticipated expenditure
under any other Part, Head or Sub-Head.

5.

The Director may incur additional expenditure on project implementation functions in excess
of that provided in the Budget for project implementation functions provided that lsnding is
available and that such additional expenditure does not adversely impact on the capacity of
the Secretariat to carry out and manage the activities detailed in the Budget approved by
the Intergovernmental Meeting.

Regulation

I

The Director shall not enter into any commitment or expenditure in respect of any functions
unless funds are available.

PROVISION OF FUNDS

Regulation l0
necommend to
contributions by taking into account:

The Director shall

the Intergovernmental Meeting levels of

Members'

(a) The estimated expenditure for primary functions for the current fiscal year and the
succeeding fiscal year;

O)
(c)

Any other rlevenue in addition to Members'contributions;
Any balance of uncommitted funds available from previous fiscal years.

Regulation 1l
After the Intergovernmental Meeting has adopted the annual Budget estimates the Director
shall:

(a) Transmit the relevant documents to all members of the South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme;

O) Inform members of the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme of their

commitments in respect of member contributions and the depository into which it is desired
that the contributions be paid.

Regulation 12
Contributions shall be payable in US dollars. However, the Director is empowered to accept, at
his discretion, the total or partial payment of contributions by a member of the South Pacific
Regional Environment Progtamme in currencies other than US dollars which are necessary for
the functioning of the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme.
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7

Income derived from investments of the Capital Fund shall be credited to miscellaneouE
income;

(d) AII income of the South Pacifrc Regional Environment

Programme shall be credited to the
Operating Fund except for contributions to the Capital Fund.

(e) Capital

fund transactions shall be reported to the Intergovernmental Meeting.

Regulation

16

The Director may establish Special Purpose Accounts and shall inform the Intergovernmental
Meeting of the details.

Regulation 16
The Director may establish Trust Funds with the approval of the Intergovernmental Meeting.

Regulation l7
The purpose and limits of each Trust Fund shall be clearly defined by the Intergovernmental
Meeting and unless otherwise directed by the Intergovernmental Meeting such Funds shall be
administered in accordance with these Regulations and audited reports be presented annually to
the I ntergovernmental Meeting.

Regulation lE

The Director may accept contributions for primary, project management and

project
implementation functions and shall inform the next Intergovernmental Meeting sf flsfails of such
contributions.

Regulation

l3'

The Director shall submit to each Intergovernmental Meeting a report on the receipt of nember
contributions.

FUNDS

Regulation 14
The working funds of the South Pacifrc Regional Environment Programme shall be held in two
principal funds:

(a)

(r)

a Capital Fund; and,

(ii)

an Operating Fund;

Expenditure on primary functions under Regulation 7 may be financed by advances frcm the
Capital Fund;

O) Any advances made from the Capital
available funds permit;

Fl fi h I nbryow r n mc lrJ,ol Mcc ti ng
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CUSTODY OF FUNDS

Regulation 19

The Director

is

authorised

to

open and close bank accounts and shall inform the

Intergovernmental Meeting of the details.

Regulation 20
Project implementation function banking transactions shall be conducted through a separate
account to that for primary and project management function transactions.

INVESTMENT OF FUNDS

Regulation 21
The Director may make short-term investments in interest-bearing Bank deposits of monies not
needed for immediate requirements.

BANK O\TERDRAFT

Regulation 22
The Intergovernmental Meeting set annual limit of zero for bank overdraftuntil further decided
by the IGM.

INTERNAL CONTROL
Regulation 23
The Director shall:

(a) Establish detailed financial rules and proccdures in order to ensure effective financial
administration and the exercise of economy;

(b) Cause all payments to be made on the basis of supporting

vouchers and other documents
which ensure that the services or goods have been received, and that payments have not
previously been made;

(c)

N

Designate the offrcers who may receive monies or incur obligations on behalf of the South
Pacific Regional Environment Programme and disburse South Pacific Regional Environment
Programme funds;
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(d) Maintain en internal financial control which shall provide for an effective

?

current

examination and/or review of financial transactions, in order to ensure:

(i)

The regularity of the receipt, custody and disposal of all funds and other linancial
resources of the South Pacifrc Regional Environment Programme;

(ii)

The conformity of commitments and expenditure with the appropriations or other
financial provisions approved by the Intergovernmental Meeting, or with the purposes
and rules relating to Trust Funds and Special Purpose Accounts;

(e) Take all

precautionary measures necessary to safeguard the property, equipment and
supplies of the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme;

(0

Arange for the adequate protection of funds and property by insuran@.
Regulation 24

The Director may, after full investigation, authorise the writing off of losses of cash and other
assets, provided that the value of all such items written off shall be reported to the
Intergovernmental Meetin g.

Regulation 26
Rules governing quotations and tendering procedures for procurement and disposal of equipment
and supplies shall be estabhshed by the Director and reporl,ed to the IGIvI for endorsement.

ACCOUNTING

Regulation 26
The Direcbor shall:

(a) Adopt

accounting principles which eonform to generally accepted international accounting
standards;

(b) lmplement in consultation with

South Pacific Regional Environment Programme officers

appropriate financial management policies;

(c)

Submit annual financial statements to the Intergovernmental Meeting;

(d) Give such other information to the Intergovernmental

Meeting as appropriate to indicate the
current financial position of the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme.

Regulation 27
The frnancial statements and the accounting records of the South Paci(ic Regional Environment
Programme shall be presented in US dollars.
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Regulation

2E

Appropriate separate accounts shall be maintained for all Trust Funds and Special Purpose
Accounts.

Regulation 29
The financial statements shall be submitted by the Director to the Auditors as soon as possible
following the end of each frscal year, and always by 3l March of the following year.

Regulation 30

All Iiabilities in respect of the financing of assets shall be incorporated in the annual Budget
estimates and annual frnancial statements.

EIffERNAL AUDIT
Regulation

31

The Intergovernmental Meeting shall appoint annually one or more Auditors in no way
connected with the South Pacific Regional Environment Programmc on such terms as it sees fit.
Regulation 32
The Auditors shall:

(a)

Conduct their audit each year in accordance with generally accepted international auditing
standards;

O)

Prepare a report expressing an opinion as to the fairness of the South Pacifrc Regional
Environment Pro gram me's fi n ancial state ments ;

(c)

Conduct, at the request of the Intergovernmental Meeting, additional specific examinations
and submit separate reports on the results of their examinations.

Regulation 33
The Auditors shall prepare a report on the accounts certified, in which they should mention:

(a)

the extent and character of their examination and any changes in accounting practice;

O) matters affecting the completeness or a@uracy

of the accounts;

(c) the

accuracy or otherwise of the supplies and equipment records as determined by
stocktaking and examination of the records;

(d) the adequacy of frnancial procedures

of the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme
including internal control matters and adherence to the financial regulations;
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(e)

the adequacy of insurance cover for the buildings, stor€s, furniture, equipment and other
property of the South Pacific Regional Environment Programrtr€t snd,

(0

any other matters which should be brought to the notice of the IGM.

Regulation 84
The Auditors shall submit their report to the Director as soon as possible following the end of the
fiscal year to which it relates. The Director shall circulate the full report of the Auditors
including commenLg on the financial operations of the South Pacifrc Regional Environment
Programme and accounts, together with such remarks as the Director may wish to olfer to
members, prior to the next lntergovernmental Meeting.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
Regulation 36

The Director may enter into contracts and other agreements for the purposes of renting
accommodation, office space, storage and any other requirements of the South Pacifrc Regional
Environment Programme.

Regulation 36
These Financial Regulations are to apply to all financial activities of the South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme irrespective of the source of funds.

Regulation 37
When the position of Director is vacant the Director's functions and powers shall be exer,cis€d
according tn the instruction of the Chairperson of the Intergovernmental Meeting and, in the
absence of any instruction, by the Deputy Director.

In the absence from the South Pacific Regional Environment Programme headquarters or during
the incapacity of the Director, the powers and responsibilities of the Director as provided in these
Regulations shall, during such periods, devolve on the Deputy Director. In the event that the
Director and Deputy Director are both absent, an offrcer of the Director's choice ehall be
designated Offtcer-in-Charge with such powers and responsibilities as determined by the
Director.

Regulation

3E

their approval by

the

will have immediate effect upon acceptance by

the

These Regulations shall enter into force immediately after
Intergovernmental Meetin

g.

to these.Regulations
Intergovernmental Meeting.

Amendnents
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Annex E: Report of the Financial Subcornrnittee
Introduction

l.

The IGM established a Financial Subcommittee on Tuesday 15 September 1992. The
Subcommittee was asked to consider the paper (SlGIWWPl0(d) on the revised 1992 Budget
and Indicative Budget for 1993 and the draft Financial Regulations [5lGM WPS ( a )].

Draft Financial Regulations

2.

The Subcommittee reoommends that the IGM approve the draft Financial Regulations
subject to:

(a) the words ". .and expenfiture.. " be deleted from Regulation 7(1); and

O)

the words "and reported to the IGM for endorsement" be added at the end of Regulation
25.

(c) the words "and always by 31 March of the following year" be addcd at the end of
Regulation 29.

In relation to Regulation?Z, we recommend that the ICM set the limit for bank overdraft at zero
until further decided by the IGM.

Importance of Prompt Payments

3.

The consolidated budgets for 1992 and 1993 assume full payments of outstanding members
contributions. Full and prompt payment of both the standard members contribution and the
special contribution to cover the move to Western Samoa is necessary.

Consolidated 1991 Budget

4.

The Subcommittee recommends that the Project lmplementation
function figures in
the 1991 Consolidated SPREP Budget for lggl bc amended to more accurately rellect the
position adjusted for accrued expenditure. The Subcommittee estimates
closing cash
that the amended figures are:

Revenue
Expenditure

US $ 2,419,115
US $ 2,021,824

These figures have been reached using estimates of opening cash of US $ 870,314, closing
cash of US $ 1,711,039 and accrued expenditure of US $ 208,564. An amended spreadsheet
is attached.

Consolidated 1992 Budget

5.

The Subcommittce recommends that in the Revised SPREP Budget for 1992 the US $ 93,986
for the small projects scheme be transferred from the project management function to the
project implementation function in both revcnue and expenditure.

This transfer reflects the project implementation nature of the activity, and the fact that the
revenue for the scheme was provided by a donor (AIDAB).
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Indicative Budget

roject Implementation Fu nction

6.

The Subcommittee recommends that indicated expenditure and revenue figures for the
project implementation function include only those listed in Section A: "Existing Funded
Programmes", and Section B: "Proposed Fully Funded Programmes". These are ihown in
the estimates for 1993 Work Programme Expenditure set o.rl in Tables b,6 and Z.
The Subcommittee appreciates the Secretariat's wish to advise the IGM of the magnitude of
the potential work programme. However, it considers that possible projects included in
secticn C: "Proposed New Programmes Where Funding has not been Finaiised o" Secured"
(lable 8) should not be included in budget figures but tabled separately. This would reduce
the revenue and expenditure figures in the project implementation function from US $
55,990,892 to US $ 4,568,720. Ammended tables are attached.

4

The Subcommittee notes that there is a need for clearer guiclance on what is included in the
annual work programme estimates of income and expenditure. The Subcommittee considers
that a conservative approach should be taken.

Primary and Project Management Functions

8.

The Subcommittee noted the indicative 1993 Budget shows a deficit of US $ l46,2bb in the
Primary function. At the same time a surplus of US $ 145,827 is shown in the project
Managexnent function.
Increases in salaries and ancillary costs, operating costs and capital expenditure have led to
a significant underlying increase in expenditure within the Primary Function.

9.

The Project Management Function included all the salary and ancillary costs for the
positions funded by New Zealand and UNDP. A proportion of these posilions should be
apportioned to the Primary Function, according to the Secretariat's best estimate of the time
spent by these positions on Primary Functions.

These adjustments would reduce the defrcit in the Primary Function to US 947.792, and the
surplus in the Project Management Function to US $ 47,975.

10. The Subcommittee considers that the most appropriabe way to reduce the deficit in the
Primary ManAgement Function is to place the small projects scheme in the Project
Implementation Function, as in 1992. However, no funds could be indicated against ihe
spall projects scheme at this time. Expenditure on this activity will depend on the Director
identifying a source of funds. The effect of this is a surplus against the Primary
Management Function of US $2,208.

The Subcommittee notes that the figures for the deficit in the primary function and the
surplus in the project management function are uncertain, and this underlines the necessity
for the Secretariat to give special atbention to the collection of sound data on the
Secretariat's costs. ThG is required in terms of the Guiding Principles of Financial
Management, approved at the l99l Ministerial Meeting of the IGM.
Recommendation
11. The Subcommittee recommends that the reviseri indicative 1993 Consolidated SPREP
Budget attached be adopted with the proviso that expenditure on the small grants scheme
during 1993 should not take place unless it is clear that.funds are available.
Filth
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Impnoving the Quality of Financial Information
12. The Subcommittee is aware of the uncertainties that still exist in the revised indicative
budget. It is also aware of the inherent difliculties that exist in ensuring adequate revenue
to cover primary functions, and the lack of historic information that would allow a more
accurate assessment of costs and fair apportionment. There is also a need for systems to
provide forward projections of expected costs and revenue.

Recommendation
13. The Subcommittee recommends that the Secretariat report to the next IGM on the
implementation of its financial systems and procedures, and ways which will assist SPREP
and the IGM obtain better information for budgets and forward projections of income and
expenditure which should provide for:

O

compliance with the Financial Regulations;

O

compliance with the Guiding Principles of Financial Management approved at the 1991
IGM;

O

systems to forecast expenditure and income for the following three years; and,

O

linkage to the work programme.
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